Manufacturer: Industrie Grafiche Bressan (igb) Srl

Model: Igb Child Resistant Folding Box

ASTM Type: XE

Description:

This package consists of two pieces, both laminated fiberboard: a folded rectilinear box with folded ends and tucked flaps (Figure 1), and a separable key, stored in the box side (Figure 2).

Figure 1 Top View

The box is opened by removing the key from its storage slot in the long side of the box (Figures 2, 3), inserting the key into key lock openings in the short side of the box (Figure 4, 5), and then opening the folded and tucked short end by pulling and rotating out at the fold (Figure 6).

Figure 2 Key Stored in Side of Box
Figure 3 Key Removed from Storage

Figure 4 Lock in Side of Box

Figure 5 Key Entering Lock
The manufacturer’s instructions to open and close the box are shown in Figure 7:
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Figure 7 Instructions to Open and Close Box